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Global Fonts and Typographic Guidelines
Typography plays a critical role in all IBM communications. It is, in many ways, 
the voice of our company. It captures and conveys our character and supports the range 
of conversations IBMers have in the world. Because we deliver much of our expertise 
through written content, our typography must express the depth and variety of our
knowledge in a tone that is consistent with who we are. 
IBM has selected a set of core typefaces for each language we communicate in. Each set 
embodies the range of perspectives, insights and expertise that IBM represents. We plan to 
employ these sets of core typefaces across all global communications.

FONTS:
All Latin and non-Latin fonts featured in these guidelines can be viewed and purchased on: 
http://www.fonts.com/FindFonts/_IBM.htm

GUIDELINES:
These Global Typographic Guidelines are an extension of the IBM Look Guidelines, 
which cover the four other basic elements in the visual presentation of the IBM brand: 
the IBM logo, typography, color and photography. The IBM Look Guidelines can be 
viewed and downloaded on the IBM intranet at:
http://w3-03.ibm.com/marketing/branding/index.html
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ITC Lubalin Graph
Helvetica Neue

Berthold Bodoni Pro 
Janson Text Pro

We employ a set of core typefaces across all communications. Together, they
ensure an appropriate and consistent tone, as well as logical hierarchies among
all of our type executions.
The fonts: ITC Lubalin Graph, Helvetica Neue, Berthold Bodoni Pro and Janson
Text Pro. Latin versions of ITC Lubalin Graph and Helvetica Neue have been 
custom-kerned to IBM specifi cations. Extended Latin and non-Latin fonts that 
match the character and feeling of each of the Latin fonts have also been selected.
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ITC Lubalin Graph
Lubalin is best suited for numbers, facts and statistics.
Lubalin is the most technical typeface we use. Born in 1974,
its stable friendliness is reminiscent of textbooks. Lubalin
presents facts, figures and ideas with clarity. It is best when set 
in a large point size and used judiciously.
It excels when used for page numbering, statistics, hard facts 
or any other bit of verbiage meant to immediately convey 
meticulousness and accuracy. However, when used at length—
as body copy, for example—Lubalin becomes cluttered and
difficult to read.

Berthold Bodoni Pro
Bodoni is best suited for headlines and signage.
Bodoni is the most classic typeface we use. Designed more 
than 200 years ago by Italian printer Giambattista Bodoni, this 
is the typeface of the established—used for decrees, formal 
invitations, books and official announcements. It is the face of a 
company that is enduring, a company that has something to say.
Bodoni is characterized by its distinctive combination of thin 
and thick strokes, and it has been in use at IBM since 1956.
Because of its drastic variation in line weights, it is ideal for 
larger-scale applications such as headings and signage, but loses 
legibility when used in large blocks of copy.

Helvetica Neue
Helvetica is best suited for headlines and body copy. 
It is the font of science and the information age, with a precision 
and a purposeful neutrality that command respect.
When objectivity is the goal, we lean on Helvetica to do the hard 
work of conveying information, specifications and the basics.
It does the job—and never attempts to outshine the content.
Its clean confidence makes it ideal for headlines and signage.
It is also very approachable and, therefore, a useful typeface for 
body copy. Used incorrectly, however, its industrial qualities
become pronounced, and because of its universality the typeface 
does not immediately signify IBM.

Janson Text Pro
Janson is best suited for body copy and pull quotes. Janson is 
the most “human” typeface we use.
It is ideal for communications that seek to build a case and
persuade an audience. Janson is easy on the eyes and carries 
the conversation well, over several pages or in just a few words.
Its warm elegance helps to convey IBM’s intelligence
and thoughtfulness.
Janson is extremely effective as body copy and to represent the 
voice of an individual—for example, in pull quotes. However, 
it does not read well at larger scales, such as on signage.
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Font Customization and Adjustment for IBM
The default TRACKING (letter and word spacing) and KERNING (individual
character combinations) for ITC Lubalin Graph and Helvetica Neue needed adjusting.
The default TRACKING and LINE SPACING for Berthold Bodoni Pro and
Janson Text Pro do not fit with IBM’s look and feel. Examples of IBM’s recommended
spacing are included in this section.
These adjustments will ensure a consistent look and feel and save time adjusting
bad letter spacing.

ITC Lubalin Graph
Helvetica Neue

Berthold Bodoni Pro 
Janson Text Pro

These two fonts have been customized for IBM.
Pages 7-15 show examples of the difference
between the original ITC Lubalin Graph and
Helvetica Neue and the customized IBM versions.

The default TRACKING and LINE SPACING
for these two fonts is too open.
Pages 16-34 show examples of this and specify
the IBM recommended spacing.
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Lubalin Extra Light for IBM
Lubalin Extra Light Italic for IBM
Lubalin Book for IBM
Lubalin Book Italic for IBM
Lubalin Demi for IBM
Lubalin Demi Italic for IBM

Customized Specifi cally for IBM
Below are the newly named and customized versions of ITC Lubalin Graph. The examples on pages 8 and 9 
show the difference between the original ITC Lubalin Graph (in black) and the IBM version (in blue).
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ITC LUBALIN GRAPH DEMI.  LUBALIN DEMI for IBM.  BEFORE and AFTER customization.
Size: 60pt
Line Spacing: 61pt
Character Spacing: (0)
Kerning: Metrics

ITC LUBALIN GRAPH EXTRA LIGHT.  LUBALIN EXTRA LIGHT for IBM. BEFORE and AFTER customization.

Size: 60pt
Line Spacing: 61pt
Character Spacing: (0)
Kerning: Metrics
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Can the boundaries
of a business be
defined by its people
instead of its walls?

Can the boundaries
of a business be
defined by its people
instead of its walls?

Can the boundaries
of a business be
defined by its people
instead of its walls?

Can the boundaries
of a business be
defined by its people
instead of its walls?



LUBALIN EXTRA LIGHT for IBM. Customized.

Size: 60pt
Line Spacing: 61pt
Character Spacing: (0)
Kerning: Metrics

Can the boundaries
of a business be
defined by its people
instead of its walls?

LUBALIN DEMI for IBM. Customized.

Can the boundaries
of a business be
defined by its people
instead of its walls?

Size: 60pt
Line Spacing: 61pt
Character Spacing: (0)
Kerning: Metrics
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Lubalin Book for IBM
Size: 10pt
Line Spacing: 13pt
Character Spacing: (0)
Kerning: Metrics

Lubalin Book Italic for IBM
Size: 10pt
Line Spacing: 13pt
Character Spacing: (0)
Kerning: Metrics

Lubalin Extra Light for IBM
Size: 10pt
Line Spacing: 13pt
Character Spacing: (0)
Kerning: Metrics

Lubalin Extra Light Italic for IBM
Size: 10pt
Line Spacing: 13pt
Character Spacing: (0)
Kerning: Metrics

Lubalin Demi for IBM
Size: 10pt
Line Spacing: 13pt
Character Spacing: (0)
Kerning: Metrics

Lubalin Demi Italic for IBM
Size: 10pt
Line Spacing: 13pt
Character Spacing: (0)
Kerning: Metrics

The secret of good writing is to strip
every sentence to its cleanest
components. Every word that serves
no function, every long word that
could be a short word, every adverb
that carries the same meaning that’s 
already in the verb.

The secret of good writing is to strip
every sentence to its cleanest
components. Every word that serves
no function, every long word that
could be a short word, every adverb
that carries the same meaning that’s 
already in the verb.

The secret of good writing is to strip
every sentence to its cleanest
components. Every word that serves
no function, every long word that
could be a short word, every adverb
that carries the same meaning that’s 
already in the verb.

The secret of good writing is to strip
every sentence to its cleanest
components. Every word that serves
no function, every long word that
could be a short word, every adverb
that carries the same meaning that’s 
already in the verb.

The secret of good writing is to strip
every sentence to its cleanest
components. Every word that serves
no function, every long word that
could be a short word, every adverb
that carries the same meaning that’s 
already in the verb.

The secret of good writing is to strip
every sentence to its cleanest
components. Every word that serves
no function, every long word that
could be a short word, every adverb
that carries the same meaning that’s 
already in the verb.

LUBALIN for IBM. Caption style examples.
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Customized Specifi cally for IBM
Below are the newly named and customized versions of Helvetica Neue. The examples on pages 12 and 13 
show the difference between the original Helvetica Neue (in black) and the IBM version (in blue).

Helvetica Neue Light for IBM

Helvetica Neue Light Italic for IBM

Helvetica Neue Roman for IBM

Helvetica Neue Roman Italic for IBM

Helvetica Neue Medium for IBM
Helvetica Neue Medium Italic for IBM
Helvetica Neue Bold for IBM
Helvetica Neue Bold Italic for IBM
Helvetica Neue Condensed Light for IBM
Helvetica Neue Condensed for IBM 11



HELVETICA NEUE LIGHT.  HELVETICA NEUE LIGHT for IBM.  BEFORE and AFTER customization.

Size: 64pt

Line Spacing: 65pt

Character Spacing: (0)

Kerning: Metrics

HELVETICA NEUE BOLD.  HELVETICA NEUE BOLD for IBM. BEFORE and AFTER customization.
Size: 64pt
Line Spacing: 65pt
Character Spacing: (0)
Kerning: Metrics
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Can the boundaries
of a business be
defined by its people
instead of its walls?

Can the boundaries
of a business be
defined by its people
instead of its walls?

Can the boundaries
of a business be
defi ned by its people
instead of its walls?

Can the boundaries
of a business be
defi ned by its people
instead of its walls?



HELVETICA NEUE LIGHT for IBM. Customized.

Size: 64pt

Line Spacing: 65pt

Character Spacing: (0)

Kerning: Metrics

Can the boundaries
of a business be
defined by its people
instead of its walls?

HELVETICA NEUE BOLD for IBM. Customized.
Size: 64pt
Line Spacing: 65pt
Character Spacing: (0)
Kerning: Metrics Can the boundaries

of a business be
defined by its people
instead of its walls?
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Helvetica Neue Roman for IBM

Size: 10pt

Line Spacing: 13pt

Character Spacing: (0)

Kerning: Metrics

Helvetica Neue Roman Italic for IBM

Size: 10pt

Line Spacing: 13pt

Character Spacing: (0)

Kerning: Metrics

Helvetica Neue Light for IBM

Size: 10pt

Line Spacing: 13pt

Character Spacing: (0)

Kerning: Metrics

Helvetica Neue Light Italic for IBM

Size: 10pt

Line Spacing: 13pt

Character Spacing: (0)

Kerning: Metrics

Helvetica Neue Bold for IBM
Size: 10pt

Line Spacing: 13pt

Character Spacing: (0)

Kerning: Metrics

Helvetica Neue Bold Italic for IBM
Size: 10pt

Line Spacing: 13pt

Character Spacing: (0)

Kerning: Metrics

The secret of good writing is to strip

every sentence to its cleanest

components. Every word that serves

no function, every long word that

could be a short word, every adverb

that carries the same meaning that’s

already in the verb.

The secret of good writing is to strip

every sentence to its cleanest

components. Every word that serves

no function, every long word that

could be a short word, every adverb

that carries the same meaning that’s

already in the verb.

The secret of good writing is to strip

every sentence to its cleanest

components. Every word that serves

no function, every long word that

could be a short word, every adverb

that carries the same meaning that’s

already in the verb.

The secret of good writing is to strip

every sentence to its cleanest

components. Every word that serves

no function, every long word that

could be a short word, every adverb

that carries the same meaning that’s

already in the verb.

The secret of good writing is to strip
every sentence to its cleanest
components. Every word that serves
no function, every long word that
could be a short word, every adverb
that carries the same meaning that’s
already in the verb.

The secret of good writing is to strip
every sentence to its cleanest
components. Every word that serves
no function, every long word that
could be a short word, every adverb
that carries the same meaning that’s
already in the verb.

HELVETICA NEUE for IBM. Caption style examples.
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HELVETICA NEUE LIGHT for IBM. Long body copy example.

Size: 10pt

Line Spacing: 15pt

Character Spacing: (0)

Kerning: Metrics

Paragraph Spacing:

2.5mm/7pt

This is just an example to show the look and feel of this font when set 

to the above specifications. Water flows through everything—the

air, the land, our own bodies and the global economy. In fact, every 

time a good or service is bought or sold, there is a virtual exchange of 

water. It takes 700 gallons of water to make a cotton T-shirt, 2,000 

gallons to make one gallon of milk, and 39,000 gallons to make a car.

We use water to process raw materials, manufacture products, 

generate electricity, and to transport people and goods.

We desalinate it to build cities in the desert. Is it any wonder that in the 

last 100 years global water usage has increased at twice the rate of 

population growth?

Every time we interact with water, we change its direction, chemistry,

usefulness or availability. Because of this daunting complexity,

water is poorly understood and often mismanaged. For example, 

global agriculture wastes an estimated 60% of the 2,500 trillion liters

it uses each year. Municipalities lose as much as 50% of their water 

supply through leaky infrastructure. And there are nearly 53,000 

different water agencies in the United States alone, each managing a 

short stretch of river or a handful of reservoirs.

Amidst this inefficiency, one in five people still lacks access to clean,

safe drinking water, and the United Nations predicts that nearly

half the world’s population will experience critical water shortages by 

the year 2080.

But we can do better. Today’s technology can monitor, measure and 

analyze entire water ecosystems, from rivers and reservoirs to the 

pumps and pipes in our homes. We can give all the organizations, 

businesses, communities and nations dependent on a continuing 

supply of freshwater—that is, all of us—a single, reliable, up-to-the-

minute and actionable view of water use.

Already, we are using sophisticated sensor networks to collect

and analyze the tremendous amounts of data generated in complex

water systems. Together with the Beacon Institute for Rivers and 

Estuaries and Clarkson University, IBM is creating a data platform

to support instrumentation of the entire length of the 315-mile

Hudson River for a real-time view of a river system that supplies

both industry and individuals.

In the Netherlands, IBM is working with partners to build smarter 

levees that can monitor changing flood conditions and respond 

accordingly. And sensors are revolutionizing agriculture, providing 

detailed information on air quality, soil moisture content and

temperature to calculate optimal irrigation schedules.

Smart metering can give individuals and businesses timely insight

into their own water use, raising awareness, locating inefficiencies

and decreasing demand. IBM and the Dow Chemical Company, 

through its Dow Water Solutions business, are working together to 

enable unprecedented visibility into water usage—starting with 

desalination plants.

And IBM itself is saving over $3 million a year at one North American 

semiconductor plant, through a comprehensive water management 

solution. Finally, we can apply advanced computing and analytics

to move beyond “real time” to prediction, supporting better-informed 

policy and management decisions.

IBM is involved in a collaborative research initiative with the

Marine Institute in Ireland, which aims to turn Galway Bay into a living

laboratory—instrumenting the bay to gather data on water

temperature, currents, wave strength, salinity and marine life, and 

applying algorithms that can forecast everything from wave patterns 

over 24 hours to the right time to harvest mussels.
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Berthold Bodoni Pro Light
Berthold Bodoni Pro Light Italic
Berthold Bodoni Pro Regular
Berthold Bodoni Pro Regular Italic
Berthold Bodoni Pro Medium
Berthold Bodoni Pro Medium Italic

Bodoni Standard Font Package
Berthold Bodoni Pro did not require customized kerning pairs. However, the 
default TRACKING and LINE SPACING are too open and do not fi t with IBM’s look 
and feel. The following pages demonstrate this and detail the IBM recommended 
tracking and line spacing.
These guidelines will ensure a consistent look and feel and save time.
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Size: 49pt
Line Spacing: 52.5pt
Character Spacing: (-25)
Kerning: Metrics

Size: 49pt
Line Spacing: 59pt
Character Spacing: (0)
Kerning: Metrics

BERTHOLD BODONI PRO LIGHT. Headline example.   Preferred Setting.

Bodoni is the face of a company
that is enduring, a company that has
a point of view because it has seen
cycles come and go.

BERTHOLD BODONI PRO LIGHT. Headline example.   Default Setting.

Bodoni is the face of a company
that is enduring, a company that has
a point of view because it has seen
cycles come and go.
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Bodoni is the face of a company
that is enduring, a company that has
a point of view because it has seen
cycles come and go.

Bodoni is the face of a company
that is enduring, a company that has
a point of view because it has seen
cycles come and go.

BERTHOLD BODONI PRO LIGHT. A direct comparison between the default and preferred settings.

  Preferred Setting.
Berthold Bodoni Pro Light 
Size: 70pt
Line Spacing: 73.5pt
Character Spacing: (-25)
Kerning: Metrics

 Default Setting.
Berthold Bodoni Pro Light 
Size: 70pt
Line Spacing: 84pt
Character Spacing: (0)
Kerning: Metrics
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The secret of good writing is to strip every 
sentence to its cleanest components. Every 
word that serves no function, every long word 
that could be a short word, every adverb that 
carries the same meaning that’s already in the 
verb, every passive construction that leaves the 
reader unsure of who is doing what—these are 
the thousand and one adulterants that weaken 
the strength of a sentence. And they usually 
occur, ironically, in proportion to education 
and rank. IBM is a company filled with a lot of 
well-educated people, who have rank. 
Which is why we must toil to make our writing 
work. We start by actually knowing something 
about how the world works, and then taking a 
point of view about the topic at hand. We must 
use fact, not just conjecture. We must build an 
argument, a well-reasoned case for why a leader 
needs to act. 
But if you think that every case we make must 
be long, or tedious, or, boring—are you still 
reading this?—try this: Write your bio, using 
only six words to tell your whole story. If IBM 
were a person, what would IBM’s story be?

The secret of good writing is to strip every 
sentence to its cleanest components. Every word 
that serves no function, every long word that 
could be a short word, every adverb that carries 
the same meaning that’s already in the verb, every 
passive construction that leaves the reader unsure 
of who is doing what—these are the thousand and 
one adulterants that weaken the strength of a 
sentence. And they usually occur, ironically, in 
proportion to education and rank. IBM is a 
company filled with a lot of well-educated people, 
who have rank. 
Which is why we must toil to make our writing 
work. We start by actually knowing something 
about how the world works, and then taking a 
point of view about the topic at hand. We must 
use fact, not just conjecture. We must build an 
argument, a well-reasoned case for why a leader 
needs to act. 
But if you think that every case we make must be 
long, or tedious, or, boring—are you still reading 
this?—try this: Write your bio, using only six 
words to tell your whole story. If IBM were a 
person, what would IBM’s story be?

Size: 12pt
Line Spacing: 14.4pt
Character Spacing: (0)
Kerning: Metrics

Size: 12pt
Line Spacing: 16pt
Character Spacing: (-20)
Kerning: Metrics

BERTHOLD BODONI PRO LIGHT. Body copy example.   Default Setting. BERTHOLD BODONI PRO LIGHT. Body copy example.   Preferred Setting.
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This is just an example to show the look and feel of this font when set 
to the above specifications. Water flows through everything—the air, 
the land, our own bodies and the global economy. In fact, every time a 
good or service is bought or sold, there is a virtual exchange of water. 
It takes 700 gallons of water to make a cotton T-shirt, 2,000 gallons to 
make one gallon of milk, and 39,000 gallons to make a car.

We use water to process raw materials, manufacture products, generate 
electricity, and to transport people and goods. We desalinate it to
build cities in the desert. Is it any wonder that in the last 100 years 
global water usage has increased at twice the rate of population growth?

Every time we interact with water, we change its direction, chemistry,
usefulness or availability. Because of this daunting complexity, water is 
poorly understood and often mismanaged. For example, global 
agriculture wastes an estimated 60% of the 2,500 trillion liters it uses 
each year. Municipalities lose as much as 50% of their water supply 
through leaky infrastructure. And there are nearly 53,000 different 
water agencies in the United States alone, each managing a short 
stretch of river or a handful of reservoirs.

Amidst this inefficiency, one in five people still lacks access to clean,
safe drinking water, and the United Nations predicts that nearly
half the world’s population will experience critical water shortages by 
the year 2080.

But we can do better. Today’s technology can monitor, measure and
analyze entire water ecosystems, from rivers and reservoirs to the
pumps and pipes in our homes. We can give all the organizations,
businesses, communities and nations dependent on a continuing
supply of freshwater—that is, all of us—a single, reliable, up-to-the-
minute and actionable view of water use.

Already, we are using sophisticated sensor networks to collect and 
analyze the tremendous amounts of data generated in complex water 
systems. Together with the Beacon Institute for Rivers and Estuaries 
and Clarkson University, IBM is creating a data platform to support 
instrumentation of the entire length of the Hudson River for a real-
time view of a river system that supplies both industry and individuals.

In the Netherlands, IBM is working with partners to build smarter 
levees that can monitor changing flood conditions and respond 
accordingly. And sensors are revolutionizing agriculture, providing 
detailed information on air quality, soil moisture content and
temperature to calculate optimal irrigation schedules.

Smart metering can give individuals and businesses timely insight
into their own water use, raising awareness, locating inefficiencies
and decreasing demand. IBM and the Dow Chemical Company,
through its Dow Water Solutions business, are working together to
enable unprecedented visibility into water usage—starting with
desalination plants.

And IBM itself is saving over $3 million a year at one North American 
semiconductor plant, through a comprehensive water management 
solution. Finally, we can apply advanced computing and analytics to 
move beyond “real time” to prediction, supporting better-informed 
policy and management decisions.

IBM is involved in a collaborative research initiative with the Marine 
Institute in Ireland, which aims to turn Galway Bay into a living 
laboratory—instrumenting the bay to gather data on water tempera-
ture, currents, wave strength, salinity and marine life, and applying 
algorithms that can forecast everything from wave patterns over 24 
hours to the right time to harvest mussels.

Size: 10pt
Line Spacing: 15pt
Character Spacing: (-20)
Kerning: Metrics

BERTHOLD BODONI PRO LIGHT. Long body copy example.  Preferred Setting.
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Size: 49pt
Line Spacing: 54pt
Character Spacing: (-20)
Kerning: Metrics

BERTHOLD BODONI PRO LIGHT ITALIC. Headline example.   Preferred Setting.

BERTHOLD BODONI PRO LIGHT ITALIC. Headline example.   Default Setting.

Bodoni is the face of a company
that is enduring, a company that has
a point of view because it has seen
cycles come and go.

Size: 49pt
Line Spacing: 59pt
Character Spacing: (0)
Kerning: Metrics

Bodoni is the face of a company
that is enduring, a company that has
a point of view because it has seen
cycles come and go.
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BERTHOLD BODONI PRO LIGHT ITALIC. Headline example. 

Bodoni is the face of a company
that is enduring, a company that has
a point of view because it has seen
cycles come and go.

Bodoni is the face of a company
that is enduring, a company that has
a point of view because it has seen
cycles come and go.

  Preferred Setting.
Berthold Bodoni Pro Light Italic
Size: 70pt
Line Spacing: 77pt
Character Spacing: (-20)
Kerning: Metrics

 Default Setting.
Berthold Bodoni Pro Light Italic 
Size: 70pt
Line Spacing: 84pt
Character Spacing: (0)
Kerning: Metrics
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The secret of good writing is to strip every 
sentence to its cleanest components. Every word 
that serves no function, every long word that 
could be a short word, every adverb that carries 
the same meaning that’s already in the verb, 
every passive construction that leaves the reader 
unsure of who is doing what—these are the 
thousand and one adulterants that weaken the 
strength of a sentence. And they usually occur, 
ironically, in proportion to education and rank. 
IBM is a company filled with a lot of well-
educated people, who have rank. 
Which is why we must toil to make our writing 
work. We start by actually knowing something 
about how the world works, and then taking a 
point of view about the topic at hand. We must 
use fact, not just conjecture. We must build an 
argument, a well-reasoned case for why a 
leader needs to act. 
But if you think that every case we make must 
be long, or tedious, or, boring—are you still 
reading this?—try this: Write your bio, using 
only six words to tell your whole story. If IBM 
were a person, what would IBM’s story be?

The secret of good writing is to strip every 
sentence to its cleanest components. Every word 
that serves no function, every long word that 
could be a short word, every adverb that carries 
the same meaning that’s already in the verb, every 
passive construction that leaves the reader unsure 
of who is doing what—these are the thousand and 
one adulterants that weaken the strength of a 
sentence. And they usually occur, ironically, in 
proportion to education and rank. IBM is a 
company filled with a lot of well-educated people, 
who have rank. 
Which is why we must toil to make our writing 
work. We start by actually knowing something 
about how the world works, and then taking a 
point of view about the topic at hand. We must 
use fact, not just conjecture. We must build an 
argument, a well-reasoned case for why a leader 
needs to act. 
But if you think that every case we make must be 
long, or tedious, or, boring—are you still reading 
this?—try this: Write your bio, using only six words 
to tell your whole story. If IBM 
were a person, what would IBM’s story be?

Size: 12pt
Line Spacing: 14.4pt
Character Spacing: (0)
Kerning: Metrics

Size: 12pt
Line Spacing: 16pt
Character Spacing: (-15)
Kerning: Metrics

BERTHOLD BODONI PRO LIGHT ITALIC. Body copy example.   Default Setting. BERTHOLD BODONI PRO LIGHT ITALIC. Body copy example.   Preferred Setting.
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Janson Standard Font Package
Janson Text Pro did not require customized kerning pairs. However, the default 
TRACKING and LINE SPACING are too open and do not fi t with IBM’s look and feel. 
The following pages demonstrate this and detail the IBM recommended tracking 
and line spacing.
These guidelines will ensure a consistent look and feel and save time.

Janson Text Pro 55 Roman
Janson Text Pro 56 Italic
Janson Text Pro 75 Bold
Janson Text Pro 76 Bold Italic
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Janson is the face of a company
that is enduring, a company that has
a point of view because it has seen
cycles come and go.

Size: 48pt
Line Spacing: 56pt
Character Spacing: (-15)
Kerning: Metrics

JANSON TEXT PRO 55 ROMAN. Headline example.   Preferred Setting.

JANSON TEXT PRO 55 ROMAN. Headline example.   Default Setting.
Size: 48pt
Line Spacing: 57.5pt
Character Spacing: (0)
Kerning: Metrics

Janson is the face of a company
that is enduring, a company that has
a point of view because it has seen
cycles come and go.
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DEFAULT SETTING.
Janson Text Pro 55 Roman
Size: 68pt
Line Spacing: 82pt
Character Spacing: (0)
Kerning: Metrics

JANSON TEXT PRO 55 ROMAN. Headline example. 

PREFERRED SETTING.
Janson Text Pro 55 Roman
Size: 68pt
Line Spacing: 80pt
Character Spacing: (-15)
Kerning: Metrics

Janson is the face of a company
that is enduring, a company that has
a point of view because it has seen
cycles come and go.

Janson is the face of a company
that is enduring, a company that has
a point of view because it has seen
cycles come and go.
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The secret of good writing is to strip 
every sentence to its cleanest components. 
Every word that serves no function, every 
long word that could be a short word, every 
adverb that carries the same meaning that’s 
already in the verb, every passive construction 
that leaves the reader unsure of who is doing 
what—these are the thousand and one 
adulterants that weaken the strength of a 
sentence. And they usually occur, ironically, 
in proportion to education and rank. IBM is a 
company filled with a lot of well-educated 
people, who have rank. 
Which is why we must toil to make our 
writing work. We start by actually knowing 
something about how the world works, and 
then taking a point of view about the topic at 
hand. We must use fact, not just conjecture. 
We must build an argument, a well-reasoned 
case for why a leader needs to act. 
But if you think that every case we make must 
be long, or tedious, or, boring—are you still 
reading this?—try this: Write your bio, using 
only six words to tell your whole story. If IBM 
were a person, what would IBM’s story be?

The secret of good writing is to strip every 
sentence to its cleanest components. Every 
word that serves no function, every long word 
that could be a short word, every adverb that 
carries the same meaning that’s already in the 
verb, every passive construction that leaves the 
reader unsure of who is doing what—these are 
the thousand and one adulterants that weaken 
the strength of a sentence. And they usually 
occur, ironically, in proportion to education 
and rank. IBM is a company filled with a lot 
of well-educated people, who have rank. 
Which is why we must toil to make our writing 
work. We start by actually knowing something 
about how the world works, and then taking a 
point of view about the topic at hand. We must 
use fact, not just conjecture. We must build an 
argument, a well-reasoned case for why a leader 
needs to act. 
But if you think that every case we make must 
be long, or tedious, or, boring—are you still 
reading this?—try this: Write your bio, using 
only six words to tell your whole story. If IBM 
were a person, what would IBM’s story be?

Size: 12pt
Line Spacing: 14.4pt
Character Spacing: (0)
Kerning: Metrics

Size: 12pt
Line Spacing: 16pt
Character Spacing: (-15)
Kerning: Metrics

JANSON TEXT PRO 55 ROMAN. Body copy example.   Default Setting. JANSON TEXT PRO 55 ROMAN. Body copy example.   Preferred Setting.
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Size: 10pt
Line Spacing: 15pt
Character Spacing: (-15)
Kerning: Metrics

JANSON TEXT PRO 55 ROMAN. Long body copy example.  Preferred Setting.

This is just an example to show the look and feel of this font when 
set to the above specifications. Water f lows through everything—
the air, the land, our own bodies and the global economy.
In fact, every time a good or service is bought or sold, there is a 
virtual exchange of water. It takes 700 gallons of water to make a 
cotton T-shirt, 2,000 gallons to make one gallon of milk, and 
39,000 gallons to make a car.

We use water to process raw materials, manufacture products, 
generate electricity, and to transport people and goods.
We desalinate it to build cities in the desert. Is it any wonder that 
in the last 100 years global water usage has increased at twice the 
rate of population growth?

Every time we interact with water, we change its direction, chemistry,
usefulness or availability. Because of this daunting complexity, 
water is poorly understood and often mismanaged. For example, 
global agriculture wastes an estimated 60% of the 2,500 trillion 
liters it uses each year. Municipalities lose as much as 50% of their 
water supply through leaky infrastructure. And there are nearly 
53,000 different water agencies in the United States alone, each 
managing a short stretch of river or a handful of reservoirs.

Amidst this inefficiency, one in five people still lacks access to 
clean, safe drinking water, and the United Nations predicts that 
nearly half the world’s population will experience critical water 
shortages by the year 2080.

But we can do better. Today’s technology can monitor, measure 
and analyze entire water ecosystems, from rivers and reservoirs to 
the pumps and pipes in our homes. We can give all the
organizations, businesses, communities and nations dependent
on a continuing supply of freshwater—that is, all of us—a single, 
reliable, up-to-the-minute and actionable view of water use.

Already, we are using sophisticated sensor networks to collect and 
analyze the tremendous amounts of data generated in complex 
water systems. Together with the Beacon Institute for Rivers and 
Estuaries and Clarkson University, IBM is creating a data platform 
to support instrumentation of the entire length of the Hudson 
River for a real-time view of a river system that supplies both 
industry and individuals.

In the Netherlands, IBM is working with partners to build smarter 
levees that can monitor changing f lood conditions and respond 
accordingly. And sensors are revolutionizing agriculture, providing 
detailed information on air quality, soil moisture content and 
temperature to calculate optimal irrigation schedules.

Smart metering can give individuals and businesses timely insight 
into their own water use, raising awareness, locating inefficiencies 
and decreasing demand. IBM and the Dow Chemical Company, 
through its Dow Water Solutions business, are working together 
to enable unprecedented visibility into water usage—starting with 
desalination plants.

And IBM itself is saving over $3 million a year at one North 
American semiconductor plant, through a comprehensive water 
management solution. Finally, we can apply advanced computing 
and analytics to move beyond “real time” to prediction,
supporting better-informed policy and management decisions.

IBM is involved in a collaborative research initiative with the 
Marine Institute in Ireland, which aims to turn Galway Bay into
a living laboratory—instrumenting the bay to gather data
on water temperature, currents, wave strength, salinity and
marine life, and applying algorithms that can forecast
everything from wave patterns over 24 hours to the right time
to harvest mussels.
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Janson is the face of a company
that is enduring, a company that has
a point of view because it has seen
cycles come and go.

Size: 48pt
Line Spacing: 56pt
Character Spacing: (-5)
Kerning: Metrics

JANSON TEXT PRO 56 ITALIC. Headline example.  Preferred Setting.

JANSON TEXT PRO 56 ITALIC. Headline example.  Default Setting.
Size: 48pt
Line Spacing: 57.5pt
Character Spacing: (0)
Kerning: Metrics

Janson is the face of a company
that is enduring, a company that has
a point of view because it has seen
cycles come and go.
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DEFAULT SETTING.
Janson Text Pro 56 Italic
Size: 68pt
Line Spacing: 82pt
Character Spacing: (0)
Kerning: Metrics

JANSON TEXT PRO 56 ITALIC. Headline example.  

PREFERRED SETTING.
Janson Text Pro 56 Italic
Size: 68pt
Line Spacing: 80pt
Character Spacing: (-5)
Kerning: Metrics

Janson is the face of a company
that is enduring, a company that has
a point of view because it has seen
cycles come and go.

Janson is the face of a company
that is enduring, a company that has
a point of view because it has seen
cycles come and go.
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The secret of good writing is to strip every 
sentence to its cleanest components. Every word 
that serves no function, every long word that could 
be a short word, every adverb that carries the same 
meaning that’s already in the verb, every passive 
construction that leaves the reader unsure of who 
is doing what—these are the thousand and one 
adulterants that weaken the strength of a sentence. 
And they usually occur, ironically, in proportion to 
education and rank. IBM is a company filled with 
a lot of well-educated people, who have rank. 
Which is why we must toil to make our writing 
work. We start by actually knowing something 
about how the world works, and then taking a 
point of view about the topic at hand. We must use 
fact, not just conjecture. We must build an 
argument, a well-reasoned case for why a leader 
needs to act. 
But if you think that every case we make must be 
long, or tedious, or, boring—are you still reading 
this?—try this: Write your bio, using only six 
words to tell your whole story. If IBM were a 
person, what would IBM’s story be?

The secret of good writing is to strip every sentence 
to its cleanest components. Every word that serves 
no function, every long word that could be a short 
word, every adverb that carries the same meaning 
that’s already in the verb, every passive construction 
that leaves the reader unsure of who is doing 
what—these are the thousand and one adulterants 
that weaken the strength of a sentence. And they 
usually occur, ironically, in proportion to education 
and rank. IBM is a company filled with a lot of 
well-educated people, who have rank. 
Which is why we must toil to make our writing 
work. We start by actually knowing something 
about how the world works, and then taking a 
point of view about the topic at hand. We must use 
fact, not just conjecture. We must build an 
argument, a well-reasoned case for why a leader 
needs to act. 
But if you think that every case we make must be 
long, or tedious, or, boring—are you still reading 
this?—try this: Write your bio, using only six 
words to tell your whole story. If IBM were a 
person, what would IBM’s story be?

Size: 12pt
Line Spacing: 14.4pt
Character Spacing: (0)
Kerning: Metrics

Size: 12pt
Line Spacing: 16pt
Character Spacing: (-5)
Kerning: Metrics

JANSON TEXT PRO 56 ITALIC. Body copy example.   Default Setting. JANSON TEXT PRO 56 ITALIC. Body copy example.   Preferred Setting.
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Janson is the face of a company
that is enduring, a company that has
a point of view because it has seen
cycles come and go.

Size: 43pt
Line Spacing: 50pt
Character Spacing: (-15)
Kerning: Metrics

JANSON TEXT PRO 75 BOLD. Headline example.  Preferred Setting. 

JANSON TEXT PRO 75 BOLD. Headline example.   Default Setting. 
Size: 43pt
Line Spacing: 52pt
Character Spacing: (0)
Kerning: Metrics

Janson is the face of a company
that is enduring, a company that has
a point of view because it has seen
cycles come and go.
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Janson is the face of a company
that is enduring, a company that has
a point of view because it has seen
cycles come and go.

JANSON TEXT PRO 75 BOLD. Headline example.

DEFAULT SETTING.
Janson Text Pro 75 Bold
Size: 61pt
Line Spacing: 74pt
Character Spacing: (0)
Kerning: Metrics

PREFERRED SETTING.
Janson Text Pro 75 Bold
Size: 61pt
Line Spacing: 71pt
Character Spacing: (-15)
Kerning: Metrics

Janson is the face of a company
that is enduring, a company that has
a point of view because it has seen
cycles come and go.
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Janson Text Pro 75 Bold
Size: 10pt
Line Spacing: 12pt
Character Spacing: (-15)
Kerning: Metrics

Janson Text Pro 76 Bold Italic
Size: 10pt
Line Spacing: 12pt
Character Spacing: (-15)
Kerning: Metrics

The secret of good writing is to strip
every sentence to its cleanest
components. Every word that serves
no function, every long word that
could be a short word, every adverb
that carries the same meaning that’s
already in the verb.

The secret of good writing is to strip
every sentence to its cleanest
components. Every word that serves
no function, every long word that
could be a short word, every adverb
that carries the same meaning that’s
already in the verb.

JANSON TEXT PRO 75 BOLD and JANSON TEXT PRO 76 BOLD ITALIC. Caption style examples.
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Latin and Non-Latin Font Alternatives

 35

IBM communicates in many different languages. This section provides guidance for nine core 
language types. These typographic recommendations for Extended Latin, Cyrillic, Greek and 
Non-Latin languages have been selected by global typographic experts and country creative 
teams to match the same look and feel as the Latin typography. 
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Latin 1 Extended Latin Cyrillic Greek
(Western Europe) (Central & Eastern Europe)

Lubalin Extra Light for IBM Lubalin Extra Light OTF Rockwell Light WGL Luga Extra Light Cyrillic Rockwell Light WGL

Lubalin Extra Light Italic for IBM Lubalin Extra Light Oblique OTF Rockwell Light Italic WGL Luga Extra Light Oblique Cyrillic Rockwell Light Italic WGL

Lubalin Book for IBM Lubalin Book OTF Rockwell Regular WGL Luga Book Cyrillic Rockwell Regular WGL

Lubalin Book Italic for IBM Lubalin Book Oblique OTF Rockwell Italic WGL Luga Book Oblique Cyrillic Rockwell Italic WGL

Lubalin Demi for IBM Lubalin Demi OTF Rockwell Bold WGL Luga Demi Bold Cyrillic Rockwell Bold WGL

Lubalin Demi Italic for IBM Lubalin Demi Oblique OTF Rockwell Bold Italic WGL Luga Demi Bold Oblique Cyrillic Rockwell Bold Italic WGL

Helvetica Neue Light for IBM Helvetica Neue Light for IBM Helvetica Neue Pro W1G 45 Light

Helvetica Neue Light Italic for IBM Helvetica Neue Light Italic for IBM Helvetica Neue Pro W1G 46 Light Italic

Helvetica Neue Roman for IBM Helvetica Neue Roman for IBM Helvetica Neue Pro W1G 55 Roman

Helvetica Neue Roman Italic for IBM Helvetica Neue Roman Italic for IBM Helvetica Neue Pro W1G 56 Italic

Helvetica Neue Medium for IBM Helvetica Neue Medium for IBM Helvetica Neue Pro W1G 65 Medium

Helvetica Neue Medium Italic for IBM Helvetica Neue Medium Italic for IBM Helvetica Neue Pro W1G 66 Medium Italic

Helvetica Neue Bold for IBM Helvetica Neue Bold for IBM Helvetica Neue Pro W1G 75 Bold

Helvetica Neue Bold Italic for IBM Helvetica Neue Bold Italic for IBM Helvetica Neue Pro W1G 76 Bold Italic

Helvetica Neue Condensed Light for IBM Helvetica Neue Condensed Light for IBM Helvetica Neue Pro W1G Condensed Light

Helvetica Neue Condensed Roman for IBM Helvetica Neue Condensed Roman for IBM Helvetica Neue Pro W1G Condensed Roman

Berthold Bodoni Pro Light Berthold Bodoni Pro Light

Berthold Bodoni Pro Light Italic Berthold Bodoni Pro Light Italic

Berthold Bodoni Pro Regular Berthold Bodoni Pro Regular Parma WGL Regular †‡

Berthold Bodoni Pro Regular Italic Berthold Bodoni Pro Regular Italic Parma WGL Regular Italic †‡

Berthold Bodoni Pro Medium Berthold Bodoni Pro Medium Parma WGL Bold †‡

Berthold Bodoni Pro Medium Italic Berthold Bodoni Pro Medium Italic

Janson Text Pro 55 Roman Janson Text Pro 55 Roman Kis Multilingual Regular Times New Roman PS Pro Greek

Janson Text Pro 56 Italic Janson Text Pro 56 Italic Kis Multilingual Regular Italic Time New Roman PS Pro Greek Italic

Janson Text Pro 75 Bold Janson Text Pro 75 Bold Times New Roman PS Pro Greek Bold

Janson Text Pro 76 Bold Italic Janson Text Pro 76 Bold Italic Times New Roman PS Pro Greek Bold Ital

 †   Versions of the Bodoni typeface are produced by most of the major font foundries. The source foundry must

 be specifi ed by the customer before a commitment can be made to extend the language coverage.

 ‡ No light weight of Parma is available (could be made to order).

IBM Font Families 2010
Latin (European)
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Arabic Hebrew Chinese (Traditional) Chinese (Simplified) Japanese Korean

Lubalin Book for IBM Tanseek Modern Regular Levenim Regular Founder Lanting CU Hei SemiBold Founder Lanting CU Hei SemiBold A-OTF Kakumin Pro_R SD Book_L

Lubalin Demi for IBM Tanseek Modern Bold Levenim Bold Founder Lanting CU Hei XtraBold Founder Lanting CU Hei XtraBold A-OTF Kakumin Pro_B SD Book_XB

Helvetica Neue Light for IBM Madrasah Light Narkis Tam Light M Hei HK Light M Hei GB2312 Light Hiragino Kaku Gothic ProN_W3 Yoon Gothic100_OTF_10

Helvetica Neue Light Italic for IBM Madrasah Light Italic Narkis Tam Light Oblique No CJK Italic (major font foundries rarely offer italic CJK fonts. Alternative: electronic sloping through application software)

Helvetica Neue Roman for IBM Madrasah Regular Narkis Tam Medium M Hei HK Medium M Hei GB2312 Medium Yoon Gothic100_OTF_20

Helvetica Neue Roman Italic for IBM Madrasah Regular Italic Narkis Tam Medium Oblique No CJK Italic (major font foundries rarely offer italic CJK fonts. Alternative: electronic sloping through application software)

Helvetica Neue Medium for IBM Yoon Gothic100_OTF_40

Helvetica Neue Medium Italic for IBM No CJK Italic (major font foundries rarely offer italic CJK fonts. Alternative: electronic sloping through application software)

Helvetica Neue Bold for IBM Madrasah Bold Narkis Tam Bold M Hei HK Bold M Hei GB2312 Bold Hiragino Kaku Gothic ProN_W6 Yoon Gothic100_OTF_50

Helvetica Neue Bold Italic for IBM Madrasah Bold Italic Narkis Tam Bold Oblique No CJK Italic (major font foundries rarely offer italic CJK fonts. Alternative: electronic sloping through application software)

Berthold Bodoni Pro Light Akhbar Light New Livorno MF Regular M Sung HK Light M Sung GB2312 Light Morisawa_A-OTF Ryumin Pro_L Yoon Myungjo100_OTF_20

Berthold Bodoni Pro Regular Akhbar Regular New Livorno MF Regular M Sung HK Medium M Sung GB2312 Medium Morisawa_A-OTF Ryumin Pro_B

Berthold Bodoni Pro Medium Akhbar Bold New Livorno MF Bold M Sung HK ExtraBold M Sung GB2312 ExtraBold Morisawa_A-OTF Ryumin Pro_H Yoon Myungjo100_OTF_50

Janson Text Pro 55 Roman Hassan Light Ave MT M Kai HK Medium M Kai GB2312 Medium TB Mincho Medium San NsM Regular (Sandol Shinmunjebi)

Janson Text Pro 75 Bold TB Mincho Heavy

IBM Font Families 2010
Non-Latin



Visual Examples of Latin and 
Non-Latin Font Alternatives
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Arabic

 39



LUBALIN DEMI for IBM. TANSEEK MODERN BOLD. Arabic (Lubalin Demi alternative).

HELVETICA NEUE LIGHT for IBM. MADRASAH LIGHT. Arabic (Helvetica Light alternative).

BERTHOLD BODONI PRO LIGHT. AKHBAR LIGHT. Arabic (Bodoni Light alternative).

JANSON TEXT PRO 55 ROMAN. HASSAN LT LIGHT.  Arabic ( Janson Roman alternative).

Is your information
withholding information?

Is your information
withholding information?

Is your information
withholding information?

Is your information
withholding information?
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The secret of good writing is to strip every 

sentence to its cleanest components. 

Every word that serves no function, every long 

word that could be a short word, every adverb 

that carries the same meaning that’s already 

in the verb, every passive construction that 

leaves the reader unsure of who is doing what—

these are the thousand and one adulterants 

that weaken the strength of a sentence. 

And they usually occur, ironically, in proportion 

to education and rank. IBM is a company 

filled with a lot of well-educated people, who 

have rank. 

Which is why we must toil to make our writing 

work. We start by actually knowing something 

about how the world works, and then taking a 

point of view about the topic at hand. We must 

use fact, not just conjecture. We must build an 

argument, a well-reasoned case for why a leader 

needs to act. 

But if you think that every case we make must 

be long, or tedious, or, boring—are you still 

reading this?—try this: Write your bio, using only 

six words to tell your whole story. If IBM were a 

person, what would IBM’s story be?

HELVETICA NEUE LIGHT for IBM. Medium length copy example. MADRASAH LIGHT. Arabic. Medium length copy example.
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BERTHOLD BODONI PRO LIGHT. Medium length copy example. AKHBAR LIGHT.  Arabic. Medium length copy example.

The secret of good writing is to strip every 
sentence to its cleanest components. Every 
word that serves no function, every long word 
that could be a short word, every adverb that 
carries the same meaning that’s already in the 
verb, every passive construction that leaves the 
reader unsure of who is doing what—these are 
the thousand and one adulterants that weaken 
the strength of a sentence. And they usually 
occur, ironically, in proportion to education and 
rank. IBM is a company filled with a lot of 
well-educated people, who have rank. 
Which is why we must toil to make our writing 
work. We start by actually knowing something 
about how the world works, and then taking 
a point of view about the topic at hand. We 
must use fact, not just conjecture. We must 
build an argument, a well-reasoned case for 
why a leader needs to act. 
But if you think that every case we make must 
be long, or tedious, or, boring—are you still 
reading this?—try this: Write your bio, using 
only six words to tell your whole story. If IBM 
were a person, what would IBM’s story be?
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Cyrillic (Russian)
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LUBALIN DEMI for IBM. LUGA BOOK BOLD. CYRILLIC. Russian (Lubalin Demi alternative).

HELVETICA NEUE LIGHT for IBM. HELVETICA NEUE LT W1G 45 LIGHT. CYRILLIC. Russian (Helvetica Light alternative).

BERTHOLD BODONI PRO LIGHT. PARMA WGL REGULAR. CYRILLIC. Russian (Bodoni Light alternative).

JANSON TEXT PRO 55 ROMAN. KIS MULTILINGUAL REGULAR. CYRILLIC. Russian ( Janson Roman alternative).

Is your information
withholding information?

Is your information
withholding information?

Is your information
withholding information?

Is your information
withholding information?
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HELVETICA NEUE LIGHT for IBM. Medium length copy example. HELVETICA NEUE LT W1G 45 LIGHT. CYRILLIC. Russian. Medium length copy example.
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The secret of good writing is to strip every 

sentence to its cleanest components. 

Every word that serves no function, every long 

word that could be a short word, every adverb 

that carries the same meaning that’s already 

in the verb, every passive construction that 

leaves the reader unsure of who is doing what—

these are the thousand and one adulterants 

that weaken the strength of a sentence. 

And they usually occur, ironically, in proportion 

to education and rank. IBM is a company 

filled with a lot of well-educated people, who 

have rank. 

Which is why we must toil to make our writing 

work. We start by actually knowing something 

about how the world works, and then taking a 

point of view about the topic at hand. We must 

use fact, not just conjecture. We must build an 

argument, a well-reasoned case for why a leader 

needs to act. 

But if you think that every case we make must 

be long, or tedious, or, boring—are you still 

reading this?—try this: Write your bio, using only 

six words to tell your whole story. If IBM were a 

person, what would IBM’s story be?

THIS COPY FOR VISUAL REFERENCE ONLY.



BERTHOLD BODONI PRO LIGHT. Medium length copy example. PARMA WGL REGULAR. CYRILLIC. Russian. Medium length copy example.
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The secret of good writing is to strip every 
sentence to its cleanest components. Every 
word that serves no function, every long word 
that could be a short word, every adverb that 
carries the same meaning that’s already in the 
verb, every passive construction that leaves the 
reader unsure of who is doing what—these are 
the thousand and one adulterants that weaken 
the strength of a sentence. And they usually 
occur, ironically, in proportion to education and 
rank. IBM is a company filled with a lot of 
well-educated people, who have rank. 
Which is why we must toil to make our writing 
work. We start by actually knowing something 
about how the world works, and then taking 
a point of view about the topic at hand. We 
must use fact, not just conjecture. We must 
build an argument, a well-reasoned case for 
why a leader needs to act. 
But if you think that every case we make must 
be long, or tedious, or, boring—are you still 
reading this?—try this: Write your bio, using 
only six words to tell your whole story. If IBM 
were a person, what would IBM’s story be?

THIS COPY FOR VISUAL REFERENCE ONLY.



Chinese (Simplifi ed)
To purchase the Lubalin alternative Founder Lanting Cu Hei go to:
http://www.foundertype.com
For additional questions regarding the purchase of the Chinese fonts please contact; 
OgilvyOne’s Associate Creative Director Fei Wang, at fei.wang@ogilvy.com
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LUBALIN DEMI for IBM. FOUNDER LANTING CU HEI. Chinese (Simplified) (Lubalin Demi alternative).

HELVETICA NEUE LIGHT for IBM. M HEI HK LIGHT. Chinese (Simplified) (Helvetica Light alternative).

BERTHOLD BODONI PRO LIGHT. M SUNG HK LIGHT. Chinese (Simplified) (Bodoni Light alternative).

JANSON TEXT PRO 55 ROMAN. M KAI  HK MEDIUM. Chinese (Simplified) ( Janson Roman alternative).

Is your information
withholding information?

Is your information
withholding information?

Is your information
withholding information?

Is your information
withholding information?
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M HEI HK LIGHT. Chinese (Simplified). Medium length copy example.
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HELVETICA NEUE LIGHT for IBM. Medium length copy example.

The secret of good writing is to strip every 

sentence to its cleanest components. 

Every word that serves no function, every long 

word that could be a short word, every adverb 

that carries the same meaning that’s already 

in the verb, every passive construction that 

leaves the reader unsure of who is doing what—

these are the thousand and one adulterants 

that weaken the strength of a sentence. 

And they usually occur, ironically, in proportion 

to education and rank. IBM is a company 

filled with a lot of well-educated people, who 

have rank. 

Which is why we must toil to make our writing 

work. We start by actually knowing something 

about how the world works, and then taking a 

point of view about the topic at hand. We must 

use fact, not just conjecture. We must build an 

argument, a well-reasoned case for why a leader 

needs to act. 

But if you think that every case we make must 

be long, or tedious, or, boring—are you still 

reading this?—try this: Write your bio, using only 

six words to tell your whole story. If IBM were a 

person, what would IBM’s story be?

THIS COPY FOR VISUAL REFERENCE ONLY.



M SUNG HK LIGHT. Chinese (Simplified). Medium length copy example.BERTHOLD BODONI PRO LIGHT. Medium length copy example.
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The secret of good writing is to strip every 
sentence to its cleanest components. Every 
word that serves no function, every long word 
that could be a short word, every adverb that 
carries the same meaning that’s already in the 
verb, every passive construction that leaves the 
reader unsure of who is doing what—these are 
the thousand and one adulterants that weaken 
the strength of a sentence. And they usually 
occur, ironically, in proportion to education and 
rank. IBM is a company filled with a lot of 
well-educated people, who have rank. 
Which is why we must toil to make our writing 
work. We start by actually knowing something 
about how the world works, and then taking 
a point of view about the topic at hand. We 
must use fact, not just conjecture. We must 
build an argument, a well-reasoned case for 
why a leader needs to act. 
But if you think that every case we make must 
be long, or tedious, or, boring—are you still 
reading this?—try this: Write your bio, using 
only six words to tell your whole story. If IBM 
were a person, what would IBM’s story be?

THIS COPY FOR VISUAL REFERENCE ONLY.



Greek/Extended Latin
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LUBALIN DEMI for IBM. ROCKWELL BOLD WGL. Greek/Extended Latin (Lubalin Demi alternative).

HELVETICA NEUE LIGHT for IBM. HELVETICA NEUE LT W1G. Greek (Helvetica Light alternative).

BERTHOLD BODONI PRO LIGHT. PARMA WGL REGULAR. Greek (Bodoni Light alternative).

JANSON TEXT PRO 55 ROMAN. TIMES NEW ROMAN PS PRO GRK. Greek ( Janson Roman alternative).

Is your information
withholding information?

Is your information
withholding information?

Is your information
withholding information?

Is your information
withholding information?
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HELVETICA NEUE LT W1G. Greek (Helvetica Light alternative).HELVETICA NEUE LIGHT for IBM. Medium length copy example.
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The secret of good writing is to strip every 

sentence to its cleanest components. 

Every word that serves no function, every long 

word that could be a short word, every adverb 

that carries the same meaning that’s already 

in the verb, every passive construction that 

leaves the reader unsure of who is doing what—

these are the thousand and one adulterants 

that weaken the strength of a sentence. 

And they usually occur, ironically, in proportion 

to education and rank. IBM is a company 

filled with a lot of well-educated people, who 

have rank. 

Which is why we must toil to make our writing 

work. We start by actually knowing something 

about how the world works, and then taking a 

point of view about the topic at hand. We must 

use fact, not just conjecture. We must build an 

argument, a well-reasoned case for why a leader 

needs to act. 

But if you think that every case we make must 

be long, or tedious, or, boring—are you still 

reading this?—try this: Write your bio, using only 

six words to tell your whole story. If IBM were a 

person, what would IBM’s story be?
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PARMA WGL REGULAR. Greek. (Bodoni Light alternative).BERTHOLD BODONI PRO LIGHT. Medium length copy example.
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The secret of good writing is to strip every 
sentence to its cleanest components. Every 
word that serves no function, every long word 
that could be a short word, every adverb that 
carries the same meaning that’s already in the 
verb, every passive construction that leaves the 
reader unsure of who is doing what—these are 
the thousand and one adulterants that weaken 
the strength of a sentence. And they usually 
occur, ironically, in proportion to education and 
rank. IBM is a company filled with a lot of 
well-educated people, who have rank. 
Which is why we must toil to make our writing 
work. We start by actually knowing something 
about how the world works, and then taking 
a point of view about the topic at hand. We 
must use fact, not just conjecture. We must 
build an argument, a well-reasoned case for 
why a leader needs to act. 
But if you think that every case we make must 
be long, or tedious, or, boring—are you still 
reading this?—try this: Write your bio, using 
only six words to tell your whole story. If IBM 
were a person, what would IBM’s story be?
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Hebrew
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LUBALIN DEMI for IBM. LEVENIM MT BOLD. Hebrew (Lubalin Demi alternative).

HELVETICA NEUE LIGHT for IBM. NARKIS TAM LIGHT MFO. Hebrew (Helvetica Light alternative).

BERTHOLD BODONI PRO LIGHT. NEW LIVORNO MF REGULAR. Hebrew (Bodoni Light alternative).

JANSON TEXT PRO 55 ROMAN. AVE MT REGULAR. Hebrew ( Janson Roman alternative).

Is your information
withholding information?

Is your information
withholding information?

Is your information
withholding information?

Is your information
withholding information?
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NARKIS TAM LIGHT MFO. Hebrew (Helvetica Light alternative).HELVETICA NEUE LIGHT for IBM. Medium length copy example.
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The secret of good writing is to strip every 

sentence to its cleanest components. 

Every word that serves no function, every long 

word that could be a short word, every adverb 

that carries the same meaning that’s already 

in the verb, every passive construction that 

leaves the reader unsure of who is doing what—

these are the thousand and one adulterants 

that weaken the strength of a sentence. 

And they usually occur, ironically, in proportion 

to education and rank. IBM is a company 

filled with a lot of well-educated people, who 

have rank. 

Which is why we must toil to make our writing 

work. We start by actually knowing something 

about how the world works, and then taking a 

point of view about the topic at hand. We must 

use fact, not just conjecture. We must build an 

argument, a well-reasoned case for why a leader 

needs to act. 

But if you think that every case we make must 

be long, or tedious, or, boring—are you still 

reading this?—try this: Write your bio, using only 

six words to tell your whole story. If IBM were a 

person, what would IBM’s story be?
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NEW LIVORNO MF REGULAR. Hebrew (Bodoni Light alternative).BERTHOLD BODONI PRO LIGHT. Medium length copy example.
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The secret of good writing is to strip every 
sentence to its cleanest components. Every 
word that serves no function, every long word 
that could be a short word, every adverb that 
carries the same meaning that’s already in the 
verb, every passive construction that leaves the 
reader unsure of who is doing what—these are 
the thousand and one adulterants that weaken 
the strength of a sentence. And they usually 
occur, ironically, in proportion to education and 
rank. IBM is a company filled with a lot of 
well-educated people, who have rank. 
Which is why we must toil to make our writing 
work. We start by actually knowing something 
about how the world works, and then taking 
a point of view about the topic at hand. We 
must use fact, not just conjecture. We must 
build an argument, a well-reasoned case for 
why a leader needs to act. 
But if you think that every case we make must 
be long, or tedious, or, boring—are you still 
reading this?—try this: Write your bio, using 
only six words to tell your whole story. If IBM 
were a person, what would IBM’s story be?
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Japanese
To purchase A-OTF Kakumin or Morisawa A-OTF Ryumin go to:
http://store.morisawa.co.jp/
To purchase Hiragino Kaku Gothic go to:
http://font.multi-bits.com/
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LUBALIN DEMI for IBM. A-OTF KAKUMIN PRO_B. Japanese (Lubalin Demi alternative).

HELVETICA NEUE LIGHT for IBM. HIRAGINO KAKU GOTHIC ProN_W3. Japanese (Helvetica Light alternative).

BERTHOLD BODONI PRO LIGHT. A-OTF RYUMIN PRO_R-KL. Japanese (Bodoni Light alternative).

JANSON TEXT PRO 55 ROMAN. TB MINCHO MEDIUM Japanese ( Janson Roman alternative).

Is your information
withholding information?

Is your information
withholding information?

Is your information
withholding information?

Is your information
withholding information?
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HIRAGINO KAKU GOTHIC ProN_W3. Japanese (Helvetica Light alternative).HELVETICA NEUE LIGHT for IBM. Medium length copy example.
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The secret of good writing is to strip every 

sentence to its cleanest components. 

Every word that serves no function, every long 

word that could be a short word, every adverb 

that carries the same meaning that’s already 

in the verb, every passive construction that 

leaves the reader unsure of who is doing what—

these are the thousand and one adulterants 

that weaken the strength of a sentence. 

And they usually occur, ironically, in proportion 

to education and rank. IBM is a company 

filled with a lot of well-educated people, who 

have rank. 

Which is why we must toil to make our writing 

work. We start by actually knowing something 

about how the world works, and then taking a 

point of view about the topic at hand. We must 

use fact, not just conjecture. We must build an 

argument, a well-reasoned case for why a leader 

needs to act. 

But if you think that every case we make must 

be long, or tedious, or, boring—are you still 

reading this?—try this: Write your bio, using only 

six words to tell your whole story. If IBM were a 

person, what would IBM’s story be?
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A-OTF RYUMIN PRO_R-KL. Japanese (Bodoni Light alternative).BERTHOLD BODONI PRO LIGHT. Medium length copy example.
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The secret of good writing is to strip every 
sentence to its cleanest components. Every 
word that serves no function, every long word 
that could be a short word, every adverb that 
carries the same meaning that’s already in the 
verb, every passive construction that leaves the 
reader unsure of who is doing what—these are 
the thousand and one adulterants that weaken 
the strength of a sentence. And they usually 
occur, ironically, in proportion to education and 
rank. IBM is a company filled with a lot of 
well-educated people, who have rank. 
Which is why we must toil to make our writing 
work. We start by actually knowing something 
about how the world works, and then taking 
a point of view about the topic at hand. We 
must use fact, not just conjecture. We must 
build an argument, a well-reasoned case for 
why a leader needs to act. 
But if you think that every case we make must 
be long, or tedious, or, boring—are you still 
reading this?—try this: Write your bio, using 
only six words to tell your whole story. If IBM 
were a person, what would IBM’s story be?
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Korean
To purchase Yoon Gothic or Yoon Myungjo go to:
http://yoonfont.co.kr/
To purchase SD Book or San NsM Regular (Sandol Shinmunjebi) go to:
http://www.sandoll.co.kr/IR/index.ASP
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LUBALIN DEMI for IBM. SD BOOK_XB. Korean (Lubalin Demi alternative).

HELVETICA NEUE LIGHT for IBM. YOON GOTHIC100_OTF_10. Korean (Helvetica Light alternative).

BERTHOLD BODONI PRO LIGHT. YOON MYUNGJO100_OTF_20. Korean (Bodoni Light alternative).

JANSON TEXT PRO 55 ROMAN. SAN NSM REGULAR (SANDOL SHINMUNJEBI). Korean (Janson Roman alternative).

Is your information
withholding information?

Is your information
withholding information?

Is your information
withholding information?

Is your information
withholding information?
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YOON GOTHIC100_OTF_10. Korean (Helvetica Light alternative).HELVETICA NEUE LIGHT for IBM. Medium length copy example.
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The secret of good writing is to strip every 

sentence to its cleanest components. 

Every word that serves no function, every long 

word that could be a short word, every adverb 

that carries the same meaning that’s already 

in the verb, every passive construction that 

leaves the reader unsure of who is doing what—

these are the thousand and one adulterants 

that weaken the strength of a sentence. 

And they usually occur, ironically, in proportion 

to education and rank. IBM is a company 

filled with a lot of well-educated people, who 

have rank. 

Which is why we must toil to make our writing 

work. We start by actually knowing something 

about how the world works, and then taking a 

point of view about the topic at hand. We must 

use fact, not just conjecture. We must build an 

argument, a well-reasoned case for why a leader 

needs to act. 

But if you think that every case we make must 

be long, or tedious, or, boring—are you still 

reading this?—try this: Write your bio, using only 

six words to tell your whole story. If IBM were a 

person, what would IBM’s story be?
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YOON MYUNGJO100_OTF_20. Korean (Bodoni Light alternative).BERTHOLD BODONI PRO LIGHT. Medium length copy example.
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The secret of good writing is to strip every 
sentence to its cleanest components. Every 
word that serves no function, every long word 
that could be a short word, every adverb that 
carries the same meaning that’s already in the 
verb, every passive construction that leaves the 
reader unsure of who is doing what—these are 
the thousand and one adulterants that weaken 
the strength of a sentence. And they usually 
occur, ironically, in proportion to education and 
rank. IBM is a company filled with a lot of 
well-educated people, who have rank. 
Which is why we must toil to make our writing 
work. We start by actually knowing something 
about how the world works, and then taking 
a point of view about the topic at hand. We 
must use fact, not just conjecture. We must 
build an argument, a well-reasoned case for 
why a leader needs to act. 
But if you think that every case we make must 
be long, or tedious, or, boring—are you still 
reading this?—try this: Write your bio, using 
only six words to tell your whole story. If IBM 
were a person, what would IBM’s story be?
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Glossary     
Glossary of Typographic Terms:
Font: Refers to a single and consistent size or style of a specific 

type family. For example, Helvetica Regular, Helvetica Italic and

Helvetica Bold are three fonts, but one typeface.

Typeface: Usually comprises an alphabet of letters, numbers

and symbols. Typefaces can also be classified in one of two 

categories: Serif or Sans Serif.

Kerning: Is the adjustment of spacing between specific pairs of 

letters. To “kern” is to make all spaces between each letter combina-

tion visually even.

pairs       pairs

Tracking: (A term often confused with kerning.) Tracking or letter 

spacing is the “regular” spacing between a group of characters or 

within a complete line of type. Word spacing is automatically adjusted 

when tracking is altered.

letter space     l e t t e r  s p a c e

Serif: Small decorative strokes that are added to the end of a

letter’s main strokes. Serifs improve readability by leading the eye 

along the line of type.

Sans Serif: A typeface that does not have serifs. Sans Serif 

faces provide a clean and simple appearance to headings and 

blocks of text.

Serif      Sans Serif

TOO OPEN VISUALLY EVEN

REGULAR TRACKING (0) OPEN TRACKING (+160)

f f

x-height: Traditionally, x-height is the height of the lowercase

letter x. It is also the height of the body of lowercase letters in a font, 

excluding the ascenders and descenders. The x-height can vary 

greatly from typeface to typeface at the same point size.

x-height

Glyph: The most common example of a glyph is a letter. Symbols 

and shapes in a font like ITC Zapf Dingbats are also glyphs.

In a typeface each character typically corresponds to a single glyph, 

but there are exceptions, such as a font used for a language with

a large character set (e.g., Chinese) or a complex writing system

(e.g., Arabic), where one character may correspond to several glyphs 

or several characters to one glyph.

Here are two examples of the “Glyphs” palette from Adobe InDesign.

Latin: Covers North America and Western Europe.

Extended Latin: Covers Central and Eastern European regions.

Non-Latin: Covers Cyrillic, Greek, Arabic, Hebrew, Simplified 

Chinese, Traditional Chinese, Japanese and Korean.

OpenType® (OTF): The OpenType format can be used on both 

Macintosh and Windows platforms.

ASCENDER

DESCENDER



Frequently Asked Questions.
Q:  Must all IBM marketing and communications be created with 

these typefaces?

A:  Yes, the use of these typefaces will help bring a consistent, integrated 

look to IBM materials.

Q:  Do IBM and partner agencies purchase this typography for internal 

and contracted creative teams?

A:  Yes, licensed typography, like other tools and software, needs to 

be purchased at an individual organizational level.

Q:  I already have some of these typefaces; why do I need to get 

these new versions?

A:  Regarding Latin (North America and Western Europe): the new 

versions of Helvetica and Lubalin have been customized specifi-

cally for IBM. Therefore, what you are currently using will be 

significantly different. The Bodoni in this document has a much 

larger character set, including many more glyphs. It is also an 

OpenType format that can be used on both Macintosh and 

Windows platforms.  Regarding Extended Latin, Cyrillic, Greek, 

Arabic, Hebrew, Chinese (Traditional and Simplified), Japanese 

and Korean: the substitute fonts for these categories have been 

carefully selected and approved by global typographic experts 

and local country creative teams to reflect the same look and feel 

as the four core typeface families used by IBM. 

Q:  If existing material is to be rerun or adapted to fit a different 

publication, will it need to be redone using the new typefaces?

A:  Yes. Starting May 1, 2010, all work must be set in the new typefaces.

Q: What are the rules for licensing these fonts for Web use?

A:  Fonts needed for Web use must be addressed on a case-by-case 

basis. Please call your Monotype representative to secure the 

proper licensing.

Q: Where can I find more information on IBM Brand Guidelines?

A:  IBM staff can go to the IBM intranet at: 

http://w3-03.ibm.com/marketing/branding/index.html 

Agency staff should request additional guidance from their 

IBM contact.  

Q: Why isn’t IBM supplying these fonts to those who need them?

A:  IBM uses a distributed cost strategy in this area. The fonts are 

considered a departmental or agency expense.

Q: Do I need to purchase the entire character set?

A:  Each team should consider their own requirements, and purchase 

the fonts that meet their individual needs.  

Q: Are these fonts offered at a discount to IBMers?

A:  IBM has negotiated a small discount on certain fonts, but this 

collection of global fonts comes from different foundries, the pricing, 

terms and conditions of the font license varies by font and foundry. 

When purchasing fonts you should read the terms and conditions 

carefully to understand usage rights and pricing for that font. 

Q:  Can I share the fonts with other members of my department or 

others who may have a need for them? Or does each person need 

to purchase their own set?

A:  Again, the terms and conditions for each font vary; read the terms 

and conditions for each font to understand the number of seats 

per license for that font.

Q: When do I need to start using these specialized fonts?

A: The application and use of the fonts should start May 2010.

Q:  If I make this investment, how do I know that the fonts won’t 

change in a year or two?

A:  Careful thought and consideration has gone into the long-term 

strategy for the IBM look. This includes the selection of these fonts.
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IBM Fonts Microsite and Contact Information
All Latin and non-Latin fonts can be viewed and purchased on:
http://www.fonts.com/FindFonts/_IBM.htm
If you have any questions relating to the specifi c fonts chosen as
alternatives, or any other font or typographical issues, please contact
(U.S.) Randy Golden at: rgolden1@us.ibm.com
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